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Product Update

Update No:

Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. suspension offers
 replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or technical

 information on any of the products contact the Redranger team
 on 1300 88 2355 or visit www.nolathane.com.au
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Technical Hotline - Aus 1300 882 355  NZ 0800 880 189
www.nolathane.com.au or tech@redranger.com.au

Redranger P/L -  4 Warringah Close, Somersby NSW 2250
ABN 99 124 177 297

These kits suit:
PART # 46179 (80mm OD) PART # 46180 (85mm OD)
Civic 1988-1999 - Most Civic 1988-1999 - Some
Integra 7/1993-8/2001 Integra 5/1986-7/1993
CRX 1988-1999 - Most CRX 1988-1999 - Some
Concerto 11/1988-7/1991

Honda Rear Trailing Arm Pivots MUST BE INSPECTED!
The original centre pivot bush & pin system in the rear trailing arms of the 
above Honda Civics, Integras & CRX's use a heavily voided rubber bush that 
is bonded to both the steel shell & pin.The original rubber is prone to cracking 
at the top &/or bottom between the voids, thus permitting excessive rear 
wheel movement.

Inspection is best carried out by raising the vehicle by it's jacking points (with 
regard to relevant safety such as vehicle stands) and the rear wheel unladen. 
This will place a side load on the bush and cracking will be evident when 
viewed from the outside.

Unlike some other aftermarket kits the  kit retains the original design's voiding and is not harsh. The 
 kit includes replacement steel pins and steel cased bushes with the necessary hardware. It is 

important to note the top dead centre of the original bush prior to removal to ensure the new bush is pressed into 
the correct position. The pin mounting bolts should be tightened at normal ride height.
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Kit contents:
2 x Replacement steel pins
2 x  voided steel cased bushes
2 x High tensile circlips
4 x Steel washers
1 x Grease sachet
1 x Instruction sheet
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Nolathane Part No’s 46179 & 46180
Honda Rear Trailing Arm - Centre Pivot bush & Pin kit
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